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History[ edit ] The Xitsonga language was studied in great detail by the Swiss missionary, Henri-Alexandre
Junod between the year and , who made the conclusion that the Xitsonga language which he called the
"Thonga language" at the time began to develop in Mozambique even before the s. In his own words, Junod
states the following: Further studies were carried out by Junod and other Swiss missionaries such as Henri
Berthoud and Ernest Creux, who began to unify the language in order to have a standard way of writing and
reading. Harries makes reference to this: Swiss missionaries engaged with the Tsonga people and used their
assistance to translate the Bible from English and Sesotho into the Tsonga language. Paul Berthoud published
the first book in which came as a result of the help he received from the translations by Mpapele Mbizana or
Mandlati Zambiki. The two men were active in teaching and translating the language to the missionaries since
none of the missionaries were familiar with it and had to dedicate a lot of their time to learn. The language of
the Tsonga people and the dialects were put into print and the first books were published. The standardization
of the Xitsonga language as a result made it possible for the Tsonga people to develop a common way of
speaking and writing. Etymology[ edit ] The name "Tsonga" is the root of Xitsonga culture, language or ways
of the Tsonga , Mutsonga a Tsonga person , Vatsonga Tsonga people , etc. In the language of the Vatsonga
themselves, the root never appears by itself. It is Tsonga for the ease and accessibility of the wider
international community. As for the origins of the name, there are three theories. The first states that Tsonga is
another pronunciation for Dzonga, which means "South" and also the name of one of the dialects of Xitsonga.
The other Zulu explanation for the alternative spelling of "Thonga" is that the Tembe and Rhonga people, who
were the first to arrive at the Delagoa Bay and around the Natal Bay, transitioned the Rhonga "Rh" into the
Zulu form of "Th". An example is rhuma Tsonga word for "send" becomes thuma Zulu word for the same
action. The third and most accepted is that it is another pronunciation for "Rhonga", the root for the word
"vurhonga" for east or the direction where the sun rises. Vurhonga also means dawn in Xitsonga. Rhonga
commonly and wrongly spelt as Ronga is one of the Tsonga languages. The physical evidence of most Tsonga
people residing along the eastern coast of Africa in the south, extending inland in a westward direction, makes
this explanation especially inviting. Much of the history about the Tsonga people had been overlooked and
thus a lot of the history speaks about the aftermath of the mfecane where the Nguni people overran a lot of the
pre-existing African tribes of South Africa, Swaziland, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe. The s was a period
where a lot of the European writers were documenting a lot of the events that dominated in the Shaka Zulu era
and the Tsonga history was largely overlooked in favor of Nguni conquests. Languages and dialects[ edit ]
Tsonga dialects Tsonga people and languages are: Among these languages, three language groups can be
identified. In total there are six recognised languages. Tonga Nyembane, Nyembani, Inhambane. Some
dialects are subdialects but have been mentioned here for completeness. There is no Gwamba dialect as
Gwamba is another name for Xitsonga itself. Formally Xitsonga has been called Gwamba. Tswa-Ronga
dialects not considered part of the family include Pulana Xipulana, Sepulane. A dialect is when words all
come from the same language group but are pronounced differently in speech and writing and therefore Nguni
words cannot be used to impose an obscure view of dialects within the Xitsonga language group. Therefore,
any reference to a Shangaan form of speech should be classified as a dialect belonging to the Lala , Zunda ,
and Ngoni language group. All other variations within South Africa are sub-dialects of those identified. The
Xitsonga vocabulary and phonetic permutations are as well largely based on these dialects compare with
Junod , p. For "people of", they use either "Ba-" or "Va-". Official status[ edit ] Tsonga is an official language
in South Africa. It has been suggested to be made official in Zimbabwe according to the new constitution. All
Tswa-Ronga languages are recognised in Mozambique. It is not official in Swaziland. Phonology[ edit ]
Tsonga has a distinction between modal and breathy voiced consonants:
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He had two further surgeries in China, and her family cared for him after both. When we arrived to adopt
River, he was 26 months old. Our transition with him was horrendous. We told Amanda that we were coming
to China in and that we would bring him back to visit then. Unfortunately, things did not turn out as planned.
Amanda was diagnosed with cancer and passed away in the summer of When we set out on our trip this past
March, Amanda was gone, and the Starfish Foster Home was all but gone due to government-imposed
changes. We had already met several of the Starfish children and their families at a Nashville reunion. River
spent time there with Olivia, who was his crib mate and best friend before he left China. He remembered her,
and we believe the bond they share will be lifelong. He had a family in a very real sense, and he was loved
very, very much. We planned to spend five days with the Zhangs and their family friend and fellow Starfish
volunteer Shang Lifang. Everyone seemed eager to see Erin, Lloyd, and me. This was all good news, of
course, but it made going back and visiting something to carefully consider. River knew where he was when
we got to the gate, and he was immediately running around, showing us his old home. He ran all over, found a
ball to play with, showed us his room, and was just laughing and playing. He showed us the masks painted on
his room wall and told us how he was afraid of them. Shang, one of the volunteers who knew River well,
confirmed that because of his fears, River had to be moved from the room. When it was time to leave, River
ran back to the door twiceâ€”it was heartbreaking. He was flooded with happy memories of his early life and
his friends. By the time we got into the van, BaoRong, River, and I were all crying. For the next four days, we
spent all of our time with the Zhangs and Shang, who was able to translate for us. Christy speaks English well,
but her parents speak none. We took the high speed train to Henan Province and visited the stunning Longman
Caves, and we drove through the country to the Qing Tombs and the Famen Temple. We saw China from a
totally different perspective than we would have if we were simply tourists. We were in Holland last year, and
visited Elise and Tineke who run Care4Tina, an organization that operates medical missions in China. Tineke
has a deep love and connection to River from her visits with him before he came home, and he clearly
remembers her. Pieces of the puzzle Our journey with River is incredibly crazy and humbling in a lot of ways.
He had some amazing people in his life, from organizations like Care4Tina to a family who loved him as their
own. The more of these people we meet, the more we see how much love our son had before us, and it makes
us so very grateful. The community that has knit itself together through Starfish is also amazing. Our daughter,
Erin, has a deep interest in finding her birth family, and has told us that she wants to look for them on our next
trip. She wants to find more information. As she gets older, we will help her in any way we canâ€”as we will
River. We know we are incredibly lucky to have the Zhangs in our lives. What we are able to give our kids in
the way of a very real connection to their birth country seems to be developing in more ways than we could
have imagined. Sharon Hughes lives in Surrey, B. Erin was adopted from Beihai, Guangxi in and is now eight.
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I searched for this image this morning after my grandmother recounted a dream, one which evoked a
remarkably similar feeling. The section, entitled Nox quarta â€” The Fourth Night â€” begins like this: I hear
the roaring of the morning wind, which comes over the mountains. The night is overcome, when all my life
was subject to eternal confusion and stretched out between poles of fire. My soul speaks to me in a bright
voice: Airy passages should be built between all opposed things, light smooth streets should lead from one
pole to the other. Scales should be set up, whose pointer sways gently. A flame should burn that cannot be
blown out by the wind. A stream should flow to its deepest goal. The herds of wild animals should move to
their feeding grounds along their old game paths. Life should proceed, from birth to death, from death to birth,
unbroken like the path of the sun. Everything should proceed on this path. But I toy casually and terribly with
myself. Is it day or night? Am I asleep or awake? Am I alive or have I already died? Now home on Hospice,
following the nox quarta after she moved abruptly into what appears to be the final phase of her life, my
grandmother described her dream: What sense do we make of her image? What insights can we gain from her
journey? While listening to her whispered story, her family was reminded of or introduced with surprise to the
archetypal psyche. She told us a story from in-between realms, from the bridge between the conscious world
of health care and family, and the unconscious world were mythical battles are fought and won. We can never
know what exactly her story and journeys mean, nor interpret them for psychological purposes alone. May you
battle in your dreams, sort through all that must be sorted through, and find safe passage to wherever we all
will journey when our time in these bodies, and on this earth, ends. Te quiero mucho, abuelita mia.
4: Sorry, this content is not available in your region.
We'll share them on our blog, in The Quill and on our social media accounts. Written by Mary (Trowbridge) Reeves,
Northern Colorado '87 "My maternal grandmother, Charlotte (Bigelow) McDonald, was initiated into the Chi Chapter of
Alpha Xi Delta at Kansas University in

5: A renegade : and other tales / - CORE
Jane's grandmother is a woman of high moral character & a great role model for Jane. Mixing it up with a wild mother &
a egotistical father give it just a little bit of naughty fun. The writing is entertaining & brilliant; the camerawork sometimes
brings you to a new scene when you didn't realize the previous scene had ended.

6: Five days in Xi'an | Adoptive Families Association of BC
Donald Trump said he and Chinese President Xi Jinping might not be friends anymore after he accused Beijing on
Wednesday of trying to interfere in U.S. congressional elections in November.

7: Xi Jinping Articles, Photos and Videos - AOL
"President Xi and I will always be friends, no matter what happens with our dispute on trade," Trump said in a tweet
Sunday. and Chinese President Xi Jinping speak during a business event at.
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With a tablet computer, Trump showed Xi and Peng video clips of his granddaughter, Arabella Kushner, singing in
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